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QUESTION 1

What is the purpose of the broadcast address? 

A. Provides an address that refers to all the devices in a given network. 

B. Provides an address to refer to a specific group of devices in a given network. 

C. Provides an address to refer to a group of devices having the same IP addresses in different Layer 2 networks. 

D. Provides an address to refer to a single device on a given network. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What next-hop should be used on CR1 to configure a default route to router R1? 

A. 10.2.3.2 

B. 10.2.3.1 

C. 192.168.2.0 

D. 10.1.1.1 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements about packet forwarding is FALSE? 



A. The router consults the forwarding table on the ingress IOM. 

B. The router looks for a longest match to the destination IP address. 

C. The router resolves the next-hop address of the matching route to a physical interface. 

D. If there is no match in the forwarding table, the router sends a "No route to destination" notification. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is a characteristic of a subnet created with a /31 prefix? 

A. There is no broadcast address on the network. 

B. The address can only be used as a loopback address. 

C. This specifies a single host address. 

D. A /31 prefix is not supported on the SR and ESS platform. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement best describes a VPRN service? 

A. From the customers perspective it looks as if all sites are connected by the same set of dark fibers. 

B. From the customers perspective it looks as if all sites are connected to a private switched network administered by
the service provider. 

C. From the customers perspective it looks as if all sites are connected to a private routed network administered by the
service provider. 

D. From the customers perspective it looks as if all sites have public internet access administered by the service
provider. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following are FALSE statements about the OSPF routing protocol? Choose two. 

A. OSPF is a link state protocol with fast convergence. 

B. OSPF supports hierarchy with multiple areas. 

C. The default metric for OSPF is hop count. 



D. OSPF does not support VLSM. 

E. OSPF supports neighbor authentication. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

Given a network address of 116.14.0.0, which of the following is a valid host address when using the subnet mask
255.255.255.240? 

A. 116.14.17.16 

B. 116.14.17.31 

C. 116.14.17.192 

D. 116.14.17.189 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

In which of the following types of network would STP be used? 

A. An MPLS network with multiple LSPs to the same LER. 

B. An Ethernet network with redundant paths. 

C. An OSPF network with multiple equal-cost paths. 

D. An eBGP network with multiple ASes. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following applications would be likely to use UDP? 

A. Real-time audio application, such as VoIP 

B. Web browser 

C. Email application 

D. Telnet 

Correct Answer: A 

 



QUESTION 10

Which is the public AS in the diagram? 

A. 65001 

B. 65003 

C. 2002 

D. All of the above. 

E. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which transport protocol and port number is used by BGP to establish and maintain a peering session with other BGP
speakers? 

A. TCP port 179. 

B. UDP port 179. 

C. TCP port 22. 

D. UDP port 22. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What are some of the characteristics of BGP? Choose three 

A. BGP is an exterior gateway protocol. 

B. BGP routing is based on distance vector. 

C. BGP sends periodic updates to its neighbors. 



D. A router running BGP protocol needs an Autonomous system number 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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